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 Series 7200 

 
1. Four control modes 

a. Travel - mm/min   c. Strain – (mm/mm)/min 

b. Load   - N/min    d. Stress - MPa/min 

2. The Safe Jog Mode protects the specimen, load cells and                                                

grips it helps in accurate crosshead positioning such that                                    

the sample can be precisely placed without breaking. 

‐ Sample Protection Feature- This feature protects the 

sample under test from damage by preventing any excess 

load from being applied on to the sample outside a set 

limit. 

‐ Fine Position this is a very important feature enabling the precise control 

and positioning of the crosshead especially during the delicate and sensitive 

testing. 

‐ Four jog speeds are available, i.e., they are from highest speed of the 

machine to as low as 0.001mm (these four jog speeds can be set as per the 

user’s requirements) 

SALIENT FEATURES 
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3. Follow Me mode Crosshead movement responds to manually pushing or 

pulling on the upper grip. Increasing force produces greater speeds. Ideal 

for setups and quick positioning. 

4. Travel resolution of 0.001mm (0.00001mm, 0.00005mm optional) 

5. Dynamic stiffness compensation virtually giving machine stiffness of less 

than 0.1mm at full load capacity of the machine. 

6. High Speed Data Acquisition rate of 15000 points/sec, i.e., 15 kHz (up 

to 400 kHz optional). 

7. Auto identification and Digital Calibration of all sensor devices. All 

sensors are self-identifiable by non-changeable coding memory in the 

respective connecting plugs. In addition it contains all the relevant 

calibration, limits parameters, etc. Calibration of all the sensors like Load 

cells and extensometers is entirely digital i.e. no presets or trim pots used, 

hence no effect of voltage or temperature variation. 

8. Measurement accuracy of load and strain meets or exceeds as per 

ASTM/ISO standards 

9. Crosshead speed ranges from 0.001 (0.0003 mm/min optional) to 508, 

1016 mm/min (optionally available up to 2000 mm/min) depending on 

the machine model. Speed accuracy of 0.05%. 
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10. Ready to use test procedure library as per industrial standards. 

11. Units 

Any type of units can be set for readings and results. The provision to work in 

any units enables the user to carry out the tests as per the industry standard. 

 

            
       Load                        Travel                       Time                      Gauge length              Width 
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   Thickness                CSA                       Stress                         Strain                 Extension 

12. With Advanced Wave Maker/Test Configuration the specimens can be 

subjected to loading with patterns like Ramp, Haver sine, sinusoidal, Hold, 

Tapered sine, Sweep sine: 
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13. Simplicity of operation, safety of machine, Load Cell, other Sensors and 

grips, sure for precise and repeatable results.      

14. The feature to enable Pause and Resume the test helps study the physical 

changes of specimen under test or physical adjustments. 

15. Interface to connect Mitutoyo Digital Gauges. 

 

The reproducibility of test results is significantly influenced by accurate and 

reproducible measurement of specimen dimensions and method of 

determining the relevant dimensions are defined in the standards. Digital 

micrometer, Vernier calipers can be used to measure the dimensions 

accurately. 

Mitutoyo gauges can also be used to measure compression or load deflection 

very accurately during test. 
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16. Advanced Video Extensometer  

The system supports measurement of true stress, strain, reduction in area, 

etc. by integration with non-contact Advanced Video Extensometer. Snaps 

can be taken during the tests and snaps and videos can be downloaded 

easily from Advanced Video Extensometer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synchronized video recording:  

The software offers a perfectly synchronized video recording of the test. 

You can interpret the measuring curve of the test efficiently with the help of 

recorded image changes of the specimen. You can record the entire test 

procedure with a video camera and the software saves the recorded images 

synchronized with the measuring data. This visual recording shows how, 
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when and where the specimen necks, buckles or breaks. The alterations in 

specimen dimensions can be measured exactly from the captured images. 

Before the test you can even determine at which event the images should be 

captured. These images can later on be printed out or integrated with the 

test reports.  

With the synchronized video recording feature, you can recall the test 

procedure or compare it at any later time, this feature is to be released. 

17.  Special algorithms 

Special Algorithms help to determine Young’s Modulus, type of curve-

continuous or discontinuous, yield properties depending on the curve 

type, multiple peaks, peel tear for adhesion tests, k & n values, area under 

the curve for energy calculation. 
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    Yield Properties 
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18.  Export Data 

Provision for export of test graph data, sensor raw data to excel for custom 

processing and report generation zooming & un zooming of graphs, 

changing of graph scales is possible, data of X and Y axis of the graph can 

also be exported to Excel for further analysis. 
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Provision to export the results to higher order host computer with ODBC 

software. 
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19. Data Acquisition 

Data can be acquired continuously, periodically or discretely through the 

test sequence with methods acquisition methods like Peak, valley, timed, 

etc. 

 

20. Software is Windows- 7/ 8 64 bit compatible. 

21. Up to seven Sensors and Derived data live windows are available 

displaying real time data.  

 

These windows are user selectable. So, for Load-Deflection test only Load, 

Travel and Time windows enabled avoiding unnecessary clustering on the 

screen hence easy interpretation of relevant data. 
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22. Software Validation for evaluation of curves according to standard 

data available from NPL-UK.  

Majority of the tensile testing machines are now computer controlled, and 

in many cases the results of the tensile test are automatically processed by 

dedicated software with little or no interaction from the test machine 

operator. Work has been carried out to validate tensile test software using a 

set of ASCII data files with agreed values, so that the operators may have 

confidence in the results produced during testing. 
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These fixed ASCII data files are available which are obtained from NPL-UK 

and their evident results are given for reference and Dak software passes 

this requirement. 

 

23. Test speed limit 

24. This feature has been implemented as a safety feature for all control modes. 

The test limit should be greater than the update rate given for the test. So, 

just in case if the Sensors like Extensometer Slips or Specimen Breaks or 
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slips, crosshead may move uncontrolled especially during any control 

modes like load or strain control mode, etc. In such cases the maximum 

speed of the crosshead will be limited by this limit test speed and the 

crosshead will not run with a speed more than this specified speed. So, the 

machine and the specimen can be prevented from damage. 

25. Touch Screen Console- Light weight & Sleek 

touch panel for Operating the machine and 

viewing the online graphs of the test, obtaining 

snaps of the important stages of the test. This 

high-resolution display is easy to operate where 

you can continuously observe and monitor vital 

measurements during pretest adjustments as well 

as throughout the test on the 4 user-defined live 

displays. Additionally, real-time results are easily 

displayed throughout the test.  

Also conducting a test directly from the console permits the operator to 

remain in the test space, which reduces repetitive motion and keystrokes 

between the control panel and PC. 

You can also view the results and calculations without returning to the PC. 

 


